Narrative reports in medical records contain a wealth of information
INTRODUCTION
that may augment structured data for managing patient information and predicting trends in diseases. Pertinent negatives are evident in text but are not usually indexed in structured databases. The objective Much of the clinical information contained in patient medof the study reported here was to test a simple algorithm for determining ical records is in narrative form and therefore unavailable whether a finding or disease mentioned within narrative medical reports is present or absent. We developed a simple regular expression algoto automated systems that could improve patient care or rithm called NegEx that implements several phrases indicating negafurther medical research. Clinical information described in tion, filters out sentences containing phrases that falsely appear to be narrative reports is also difficult for humans to access for negation phrases, and limits the scope of the negation phrases. We clinical, teaching, or research purposes.
compared NegEx against a baseline algorithm that has a limited set Researchers in information retrieval are creating effective of negation phrases and a simpler notion of scope. In a test of 1235 findings and diseases in 1000 sentences taken from discharge summarmethods for automatically indexing narrative clinical docuies indexed by physicians, NegEx had a specificity of 94.5% (versus ments to facilitate searching on relevant terms [1] [2] [3] . Infor-85.3% for the baseline), a positive predictive value of 84.5% (versus mation retrieval techniques, however, do not generally dis-68.4% for the baseline) while maintaining a reasonable sensitivity of criminate between terms that are mentioned as being present 77 .8% (versus 88.3% for the baseline). We conclude that with little and terms that are negated. In fact, most phrases indicating implementation effort a simple regular expression algorithm for determining whether a finding or disease is absent can identify a large negation are stop words in information retrieval systems and portion of the pertinent negatives from discharge summaries. ᭧ 2001 are not even used for indexing. In clinical reports the presElsevier Science (USA) ence of a term does not necessarily indicate the presence of Key Words: text classification; pertinent negatives; negation; narrathe clinical condition represented by that term. In fact, many tive medical reports; natural language processing; artificial intelligence. of the most frequently described findings and diseases in discharge summaries, radiology reports, history and physical exams, and other transcribed reports are denied in the patient [4] . Physicians often note that a particular disease can be 1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be addressed ruled out or that a finding consistent with a suspected disease at Center for Biomedical Informatics, 8084 Forbes Tower, University is absent. We use the term "pertinent negatives" to refer to absent in a patient. Differentiating pertinent negatives from used to determine the scope of the negation phrases are entwined in the MLP system. positive conditions in a clinical report is crucial to accurate indexing of the report.
The most extensive study on negation was recently published by Mutalik et al. [19] . They use a lexical scanner Researchers in the medical language processing community have created methods for automatically extracting inforwith regular expressions and a parser that uses a restricted context-free grammar to identify pertinent negatives in dismation contained in narrative reports for decision support [5] , guideline implementation [6, 7] , detection and managecharge summaries and surgical notes. Like the algorithm described in this paper, their system first identifies proposiment of epidemics [8] , and identification of patients eligible for research studies [9] . Medical language processing (MLP) tions or concepts and then determines whether the concepts are negated. Their system performed with a sensitivity of systems do determine whether the extracted information is negated, but MLP techniques for negating clinical findings 95.7% and a specificity of 91.8% and is fine tuned with rules that apply to particular negation phrases and syntactic in free text are often entwined in the MLP system and are not transferable.
structures. Mutalik's algorithm is quite complex and requires other utilities such as lex and Yacc. The tools required by In this paper we describe and test a computationally simple algorithm that could be implemented quickly and easily to Mutalik's algorithm are easily attainable; however, implementing their system in a preexisting indexing tool would determine whether an indexed term is negated.
be less straightforward than the regular expression algorithm we describe here.
Negation in Natural Language
Whereas negation in predicate logic is well defined and
Identifying Pertinent Negatives from Narrative syntactically simple, negation in natural language is complex
Clinical Reports and has been philosophized about for hundreds of years.
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) provides Aristotle's theory of negation has its roots within his system a helpful resource for identifying propositions or concepts of oppositions between pairs of terms. He described four useful for medical indexing [11] . MEDLINE indexing uses species of opposition [10] including correlation (e.g., double sophisticated syntactic and semantic processing techniques, vs half), contrariety (e.g., good vs bad), privation (e.g., blind but does not incorporate explicit distinctions between posivs sighted), and contradiction (e.g., He sits vs He does not tive and negative terms [20] . Various methods exist for insit). Pertinent negatives in clinical reports belong to the dexing documents with UMLS phrases (see [12] for a good category of contradiction in which a proposition (e.g., experioverview). Once a UMLS or other relevant concept has been encing nausea) is denied (i.e., not experiencing nausea). marked in a clinical report, a separate negation algorithm Identifying pertinent negatives, then, involves identifying a could determine whether the concept is negated. proposition ascribing a clinical condition to a person and Accurate identification of pertinent negatives is not a simdetermining whether the proposition is denied or negated in ple problem since natural language is largely unstructured the text.
and allows great freedom of description. Hundreds of different phrases can be used to indicate denial of a finding or disease. Even if all possible phrases indicating negation
Previous Work on Negation
could be identified, an algorithm must determine which propWhereas much has been published on negation in natural ositions fall within the scope of the negation phrase. Consider language [10, 14, 15] , very little has been published on the following sentence: computational negation methods. McQuire and Eastman de-"The chest X-ray showed no infiltrates and EKG revealed scribe a method for disambiguating natural language queries sinus tachycardia." to an information retrieval system. Their system detects ambiguous queries involving the negation phrase "not" and The negation phrase "no" applies to infiltrates but not to sinus tachycardia. Accurate analysis of scope may involve asks the user for clarification [16] . MLP systems described in the literature [17] perform syntactic and semantic proclexical, syntactic, or even semantic analyses. In spite of the complexity of negation, we believe that in essing to extract features from text, and features are augmented with information about uncertainty and negation.
medical text negating clinical concepts is more restricted and therefore may not require full natural language underPhrases indicating negation are sometimes published in literature describing these systems (e.g. [18] ), but the algorithms standing. We rely on the fact that medical narrative is a sublanguage limited in its purpose. Quantitative studies have phrases in the text with unique string identifiers from the UMLS. shown that medical documents are lexically less ambiguous than unrestricted documents [13] . We conjecture that pertiBecause the scope of the UMLS [11, 21] is purposefully broad, we chose an abridged set of phrases with a focus on nent negatives being described in the narrative reports are limited to a handful of semantic types, including findings, diseases and findings. In particular, our focus was limited to the intersection of phrases in the International Statistical diseases, tests, drugs, etc., which are most often noun phrases rather than verbs, clauses, or sentences. Moreover, a few Classification of Disease and Related Health Problems, 10th revision (ICD10) [22] and phrases with the UMLS semantic phrases constitute the majority of pertinent negations in different types of medical narratives [4] . Therefore, we betype of "Finding," "Disease or Syndrome," or "Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction." Using a simple, string-matching lieve that a simple negation algorithm like the one we describe below can accurately identify a large portion of pertiprogram, each UMLS phrase in every sentence was automatically marked by replacing the phrase with its corresponding nent negatives in medical narratives without utilizing sophisticated linguistic methodologies.
UMLS string ID. For example, the sentence The algorithm we describe below is a simple algorithm "The patient denied experiencing chest pain on exertion" that can be implemented quickly and easily into any medical concept indexing or feature extraction system. was rewritten as "The patient denied experiencing ͗S1459038͘ on exertion." 2. METHODS Our string matching algorithm matched the longest possible string among eligible matches in the UMLS (i.e., "nonspecific viral rash" instead of "rash").
Algorithm
Both NegEx and a baseline algorithm were applied to the preprocessed sentences. The baseline algorithm is the We designed an algorithm called NegEx to determine whether findings and diseases indexed from discharge sumalgorithm previously in use by a system called the IPS system [9, 23] that was created at the University of Pittsburgh to maries were negated by the dictating physician. To test our hypothesis that a relatively simple algorithm could produce help researchers identify relevant subsets of patient reports for research studies (we have since replaced the baseline reasonably accurate results, we compared NegEx against a baseline algorithm.
algorithm with NegEx). The baseline algorithm searches for six phrases (see Appendix) that might indicate a negation The input to NegEx is a sentence with indexed findings and diseases. The output is whether an indexed phrase is and negates all UMLS terms following the negation phrase until the end of the sentence. The baseline algorithm is negated in the sentence. For this study, we automatically preprocessed the sentences, indexed the relevant phrases simplistic but had been used by the IPS system for 2 years. Informally tested on approximately 1000 sentences, the basewith UMLS terms, applied the negation algorithms, and compared the negations made by the algorithms against line algorithm was being used in a system where a human user reviews results and can filter out mistakes made by negations made by physicians. For NegEx to work, the indexing algorithm must first identify a UMLS term; when the algorithm. NegEx expands on the baseline algorithm with additional the indexing algorithm does not identify a UMLS term, a pertinent negative cannot be found.
negation phrases and a richer regular expression syntax yet retains much of the simplicity of the baseline method. We preprocessed the reports so that exactly one sentence appeared per line. Processing the reports by individual senThrough a combination of manual scanning and semiautomated learning we identified 35 negation phrases (see Aptences means that information across sentences is not used in determining whether a clinical condition is affirmed or pendix) that could be divided into two groups. The first group (I), which we call "pseudo-negation" phrases, consists denied. Next, we removed all punctuation; information about syntactic structure, such as comma-delimited lists, is not of phrases that appear to indicate negation but instead identify double negatives ("not ruled out"), modified meanings used by NegEx. We did not remove stop words because some commonly used stop words (e.g., "of") are important ("gram-negative"), and ambiguous phrasing ("unremarkable"). The second group (II) consists of phrases we believed parts of the expressions we look for. Finally, we indexed findings and diseases within the sentence by replacing are used to deny findings and diseases when used in one of two regular expressions. In the first regular expression to determine the completeness of NegEx's set of negation phrases by capturing sentences with negation phrases we (II-A) the negation phrase precedes the UMLS term:
had not included. The entire test set contained a total of ͗negation phrase͘ * ͗UMLS term͘. 1000 sentences. In the second (II-B) the negation phrase follows the UMLS term:
2.3. Gold Standard ͗UMLS term͘ * ͗negation phrase͘.
Three physicians judged the sentences in the test set to In both II-A and II-B the asterisk indicates that up to five establish a "gold standard" against which the computerized tokens (i.e., words or UMLS terms) may fall between the algorithms could be compared. The physicians read overlapnegation phrase and the UMLS term.
ping subsets of the 1000 sentences and marked all UMLS The regular expressions were matched to the longest posterms in the sentences as (a) present-the term was described sible subset of the sentence. For example, the sentence "exby the dictating physician as being present at the current tremities showed no cyanosis, clubbing, or edema" (UMLS visit, (b) absent-the term was explicitly described as being terms in bold, negation phrase in italics) matches the regular absent at the current visit, or (c) ambiguous-whether the expression ͗no͘ * ͗UMLS term͘ twice with both "cyanosis" term was present or absent was not clear from the sentence. and "edema" being labeled as negated.
Each physician judged 400 of the 1000 sentences. To determine interrater reliability, 200 sentences were rated by pairs of physicians. Raters 1 and 2 judged 100 overlapping
Training and Test Sets
sentences, and raters 2 and 3 judged a separate set of 100 overlapping sentences. If two physicians judged the same The data used in this study were sentences from 2060 sentence and did not agree on whether a UMLS term was randomly selected, deidentified discharge summaries dicpresent or absent, the term was marked as ambiguous. tated between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1995 at two medical ICU's at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. An arbitrarily selected subset of approximately 1500 2.4. Evaluation Techniques and Measures reports from this dataset was extracted and used as a training set. We manually read the reports in the training set to
Once human raters judged all terms, both the baseline algorithm and NegEx were applied to the test set. Whereas determine what negation phrases and regular expressions would accurately identify pertinent negatives.
the raters judged each occurrence of a term in a sentence, NegEx treated multiple occurrences of a term in a sentence A separate test set was selected from the remaining 560 reports. To test the accuracy of our algorithm, we initially as a single occurrence. That is, if a term was used twice in one sentence, NegEx considered both occurrences of the extracted all sentences from the set that contained UMLS terms of interest, namely UMLS terms also contained in term negated if at least one occurrence was negated in the sentence. For example, consider the sentence "the patient ICD10 with one of the three previously mentioned semantic types. We then used a string-matching program to divide was placed under neutropenic precautions, and two days later, the patient was no longer neutropenic." A human rater the sentences into two groups. The first group contained 500 sentences in which at least one of the negation phrases used might mark the first occurrence of neutropenic as positive and the second as negative. NegEx, however, would just by NegEx (lists I, II-A, and II-B in the Appendix) occurred. The main purpose of group 1 was to test the precision of report that neutropenic was negated in the sentence. To compensate for the different negating schemes, the raters' NegEx's regular expressions. We also included in group 1 sentences containing phrases that we did not label as negalabels were manually examined. If a UMLS phrase was rated positive, negative, or ambiguous in all occurrences in a tion phrases but that we suspected might sometimes be used to signal a pertinent negative ("minimal sign of," "nonfocal,"
sentence, then no changes were made. If there was a disagreement (e.g., the first occurrence was rated positive and the "nonspecific," and "unremarkable," "failed," "negative," "never," "nor," and "unable"). Approximately 15% of the second occurrence was rated negative), then both occurrences of the term were considered ambiguous in that reports from which we selected test sentences contained one of the phrases described in this paragraph.
sentence.
For both the baseline algorithm and NegEx sensitivity, The second group contained 500 sentences in which none of NegEx's negation phrases occurred. Group 2 was designed specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative The 1000 test sentences contained 1235 occurrences of UMLS terms, 245 of which were unique strings. We examined interrater reliability of the physicians' judgments of the Tables 2 and 3 present performance statistics of both the UMLS terms to evaluate the assumption that a reliable gold baseline algorithm and NegEx, respectively. Terms that were standard could be established from the judgment of a single listed by the gold standard as "explicitly absent" at the physician. Of the 200 sentences that were rated by more time of the patient's current visit were counted as the major than one physician, only a single term was rated differently.
category of interest, contrasted with the complement set that For the gold standard, that term was listed as ambiguous.
included both "present" and "ambiguous" (physician raters Table 1 describes the gold standard ratings produced by had to select from these three categories only and use their the physicians. The columns show the gold standard distribubest judgment in classifying UMLS terms that did not fit tion of findings and diseases judged to be present, absent, cleanly into these categories, such as findings that were and ambiguous in the two groups of test sentences and absent in the patient's past history). Since our focus was on overall. The first column represents sentences in Group 1 NegEx's ability to identify pertinent negatives at the time (i.e., containing NegEx's negation phrases (lists II-A and IIof the current visit, we combined gold standard ratings other B in the Appendix)), and the second column represents than absent (i.e., present and ambiguous) into a category of sentences in Group 2 (i.e., not containing NegEx's negation not absent. As can be seen from the tables, both the baseline phrases). The last column contains the totals over all 1000 sentences. were due to including "no further," "without further," and congestive heart failure 23 0 1
"without any further" in the list of pseudo-negation phrases rithm using a small number of negation phrases performs well at identifying pertinent negatives, in particular whether The third poorly performing phrase was "not" which received only 58% sensitivity over 24 occurrences. This find-UMLS terms for findings and diseases indexed from dising is consistent with that of Mutalik et al. [19] and our charge summaries are negated. When comparing the results previous report [4] . Determining the scope of "not" is comof NegEx to those of the baseline, there is an obvious implex. For example, the sentence provement in specificity and positive predictive value while maintaining reasonable sensitivity and negative predictive "This is not an infection" value. The main reason for improvement in positive predictive value is the limitation of a negation phrase's scope.
indicates the clinical finding "infection" is absent. The The baseline algorithm negates anything following the nega-"not" in the sentence tion phrase (up to the end of the sentence), whereas NegEx "This is not the source of the infection" limited the number of words between the negation phrase and the UMLS term, enabling more accurate identification negates the term "source" but not the clinical finding of the negation phrase's target. In addition, NegEx allows "infection." World knowledge a native English speaker uses for more precision about the relative placement of the UMLS to determine the scope of "not" in the above examples would term to the negation phrase.
be difficult to represent in a simple algorithm. Consider also NegEx performs slightly worse than the baseline in sensithe following example: tivity and negative predictive value. One reason for lower "We did not treat the infection" and sensitivity is that limiting the number of words allowed between a negation phrase and the UMLS term fails to "We did not detect an infection." identify negated UMLS terms that are described in long Although the sentences have similar syntactic structures, lists. It is common for a physician to negate several findings the finding "infection" is present in the patient in the former or diseases in a comma-separated list. Some lists extend sentence and absent in the patient in the latter sentence. beyond the regular expression's word limit of five, so some A more accurate negation algorithm would require further of the terms in the list are not negated when they should research into resolving the scope of the negation phrase be. A possible modification to NegEx would involve auto-"not." matically identifying lists of UMLS terms and dynamically A few pseudo-negation phrases actually acted as true neexpanding the scope of the negation phrase to include the gation phrases and should be moved from list I in the Appenwhole list. Additionally, identifying and incorporating more dix to list II-A. Specifically, "no further," "without further," negation phrases could also improve sensitivity.
and "without any further" were usually judged by the gold Table 4 shows that three negation phrases demonstrated standard raters to signify pertinent negatives. poor sensitivity. Two phrases included as negation phrases
Other mistakes made by NegEx included missed negations are not actually used to negate clinical conditions but to (false negatives) due to passive syntactic structures indicatindicate uncertainty about those conditions. "Versus" dising negation (e.g., "nephrotic syndrome was ruled out"), played 0% sensitivity over 16 terms. The sentence fragment different negation phrases that were not included in our ". . . pneumonia versus bronchitis for her cough" indicates list (e.g., "a chest X-ray at this time was unremarkable for uncertainty about whether the patient's cough is attributed pneumonia"), and extensive modifiers between the negation to pneumonia or bronchitis. This interpretation was not clear phrase and the UMLS term (e.g., "no signs or symptoms of to us when we selected the negation phrases from the training reoccurrence of his GI bleeding"). Falsely negated terms set, and as a result NegEx's positive predictive value and (false positives) were often caused by failure to decrease specificity were lowered. Had "versus" not been considered the scope of the negation phrase (e.g., "no cyanosis and a negation phrase, NegEx would have displayed 96% specipositive edema") and by failure to distinguish current visits ficity and 89% positive predictive value. "Doubt" displayed from the patient's past history (e.g., "no history of previ-50% sensitivity, but because "doubt" only triggered the negaous cva"). tion algorithm two times in the test set, we are unable to draw meaningful conclusions about its performance. It is clear from both phrases, though, that a limitation of NegEx 4.1. Limitations is only assigning a binary value of absent/not absent to the indexed terms. A more complete negation processor would
One limitation in our methodology is using string matching to identify relevant UMLS phrases. Various methods also model uncertainty of indexed findings and diseases.
exist for indexing documents with UMLS phrases [12] . Ushuman languages. From Zipf's law it follows that there are ing simple string matching decreases our ability to identify a few very common words, a middling number of mediumrelevant UMLS phrases that might be matched with more frequency words, and many low-frequency words [24] . Our sophisticated methods but reduces the noise created by results show that there are a few very common negation false matches.
phrases ("no," "without, and "no evidence of"), more me-A major limitation in our study design was allowing the dium-frequency negation phrases, and a potentially huge human raters to judge a term to be ambiguous. Because number of low-frequency phrases. Therefore, including a NegEx does not label a term as ambiguous, designing a few very common negation phrases can capture a large pormethod to compare NegEx's answers with the gold standard tion of the pertinent negatives. However, to increase the raters' answers in a fair way was difficult. If we ignored number of pertinent negatives identified by NegEx, we will the terms judged ambiguous by the gold standard, we would continue adding and testing new negation phrases. have biased the results in our favor by getting rid of the Along with testing new negation phrases, we plan a series difficult sentences. We chose to combine ambiguous judgof other experiments to expand NegEx's capabilities. First, ments with positive judgments into a not absent complement we will test NegEx on an expanded set of UMLS terms. set. Combining the two ratings caused the specificity to be Although we limited our terms to those included in ICD10, higher than it might have been but gave lower values for the only terms NegEx had difficulty negating were diseases sensitivity and PPV. Therefore, the sensitivity and PPV listed in this paper are lower than they might have been if we had that are substrings of test or vaccine names (i.e., hepatitis). not allowed an ambiguous rating.
Therefore, we believe NegEx will generalize over the re-A problem with NegEx's algorithm as described in this maining terms in the UMLS semantic types examined in paper is that multiple occurrences of a UMLS term in a this study as well as over terms contained in other similar sentence are considered as one occurrence. Medical reports UMLS semantic types, i.e., semantic types that effectively describe temporal relations among clinical concepts. Thererepresent findings and diseases (e.g., virus, symptom). Secfore, treating every occurrence of a concept individually ond, we will test NegEx on different report types. Because will allow NegEx a better chance at accurately identifying discharge summaries contain information from history and pertinent negatives. For example, in this study the sentence physical exams, lab reports, radiology exams, and other "the patient was placed under neutropenic precautions, and types of patient reports, we believe that discharge summaries two days later, the patient was no longer neutropenic" conare representative of other report types at describing findings tributed one false positive by labeling neutropenic as negaand diseases and therefore the phrases listed in the Appendix tive in this sentence. The temporal relation between the will require little change. Third, to make NegEx more useful two occurrences of neutropenic make it clear that the two to general indexing and retrieval systems, we will also test occurrences should be labeled individually, in which case its performance on different semantic types described in NegEx would label the first occurrence positive and the second negative.
clinical documents, such as lab tests and medications. We A fundamental assumption of our approach is that a senbelieve that the regular expressions will likely remain the tence-level analysis is sufficient for identifying pertinent same but that different negation phrases will need to be negatives. For the most part we believe this simplifying added for different semantic types, but we must first test assumption is reasonable. NegEx will probably miss some this hypothesis. pertinent negatives because the UMLS term is referred to
We also plan to expand NegEx's classification categories in another sentence by a pronoun such as "it" or a generic from absent versus not absent at the current visit to a more description of the term such as "the finding." We would realistic representation of the temporal information decapture more pertinent negatives by incorporating coreferscribed in reports. Medical reports describe findings and ence resolution, but the amount of sophisticated processing diseases in the past history of the patient, describe current needed would be substantial.
findings with uncertainty, and prescribe plans based on findings and diseases that might occur in the future. To better characterize pertinent negatives NegEx needs to dis-4.2. Future Work criminate among past, present, and future concepts and to deal with uncertainty in the language describing the cliniNegation phrases appear to comply qualitatively with Zipf's law regarding the frequency distribution of words in cal concepts. 
Negation phrases used in NegEx

